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book collection articles written teachers center english
language communication national university singapore addressing
specific issues pertaining teaching english students peoples republic

china PRC foreword states authors book ten years
experience teaching six thousand chinese students wide
range academic backgrounds secondary school students postgraduatespostgraduates

hence book useful those whose work related teaching english
students PRC part book achieves what intends helping
language educators get know PRC students better design teaching materials

specifically meet PRC students needs help readers avoid common
stereotyping PRC students springboard effective instruction

chapter I11 especially helpful giving historical overview english teaching
china past century changing english language policies college

students predominant use grammar translation model
communicative approach present focus developing strong reading skills
gain information chapters 2 4 advocate using learner diaries reflective tool
enhance metacognitivemetacognitive awareness discover learning strategies each these
chapters suggests different ways introducing using learner diaries reporting
through email weekly reflection paper purposes writing these diaries
varies check grammar help students think learning strategies
establish good rapport students chapters 5 7 8 review use
instructional methods group work oral strip stories childrens literature
teaching chinese students
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chapter 5 especially advantageous clarifying misconceptions
related chinese students attitude towards class participation corrects
misconception chinese students tend avoid confrontation order maintain
group harmony surveying 165 students china based own teaching
experience meyer finds PRC students willing state disagreements
peers openly welcome group work tasks feedback indicates
these students forthright expressions due increased exposure
western ideas cultural influences these accurate findings even
within china western style classroom participation discovery activities
becoming common government encourages teachers creative

instruction

mentioned throughout book thoroughly examined chapter 6

studies reported book conducted singapore multiracialmultiradialmultiracial society
chinese dominant race 70 use english lingua franca

thus findings even writing style reflect local context however
academics native english speaking countries should still regard quality
work valuable reference chapter 9 informs readers particularly those

familiar china different pronunciation problems between
southern northern chinese two chapters thoughtful investigations

importance learning strategies second language acquisition results

may generally applied acquisition second languages english

overall softcoversoft cover 192 page book informative accurate pragmatic
approach although many learning teaching strategies mentioned

used 12 leamerlearner world particularly recommend book
important source knowledge those teaching ESL students china
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